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After hosting the Global RLI Awards virtually for the first time last year due to the 
exceptional circumstances that the world found itself  in, it really does give me 
great pleasure to this year launch the very first hybrid awards ceremony. We 
are streaming live to a global audience whilst hosting our highly coveted event in 

the spectacular setting of this new iconic landmark in legendary Leicester Square.

Tonight is all about celebration, glamour and above all fun as we recognise the 
ultimate hallmarks of  quality across our industry and pay tribute to the most exciting 
and ground-breaking concepts in global retail and leisure, and I for one am looking 
forward to a very special evening indeed!

The Global RLI Awards was established sixteen years ago to reward the imagination 
and ingenuity of  the world’s most innovative developers and exciting retailers, 
leisure and entertainment operators and affiliated business partners.

For those that attended RLI REConnect over the last few days, I hope that you 
found it both productive and worthwhile and have enjoyed catching up with friends 
and industry colleagues.

I would like to take the opportunity to welcome all of  our Sponsors and to 
thank them once again for their support. I would also like to thank our esteemed 
international Panel of  Judges, whose dedication and hard work has been invaluable 
to the success of  tonight’s event.

I am very much looking forward to yet another exciting evening – a night of  
celebration and entertainment, let’s make it a night to remember, after all we have 
endured over the last eighteen months we all deserve it!

Have a wonderful evening and I hope that you enjoy the Global RLI Awards 2021 
and this year’s ‘West End Show’, ‘We Will Rock You’.

       Jayne Rafter,  Publisher, Retail & Leisure International

Lucy Alexander has worked on the regular presenting team at Sky News and as the 
breakfast anchor on the ITV News channel. Lucy is well known in the South East of  
England as the former face of ITV’s London Today and London Tonight which she co-
anchored with Alastair Stewart. 

She trained as a journalist with the BBC and has gone on to report for various news 
organisations, winning a Royal Television Society ‘Best Newcomer to TV’ Award. Lucy has 
presented every Global RLI Awards event since its launch in 2006.

PRESENTERPRESENTER  || LUCY ALEXANDER LUCY ALEXANDER
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MENUMENU
STARTER

Rosemary-grilled chicken tikka with tzatziki

VEGETARIAN OPTION
Burrata with herritage tomatoes, basil and sherry vinegar dressing

MAIN COURSE
Oregano, basil and garlic-infused lamb cutlets with hummus, Japanese 

aubergine and batata harra

VEGETARIAN OPTION
Portobello mushroom, black cabbage and goat’s cheese Wellington with 

shallot and garlic French beans

DESSERT
Valrhona chocolate mousse with morello cherries and cocoa sponge (vg)

Coffee with petit fours

Wine
Red: Il Faggio, (Montepulciano) Abruzzo, Italy 2018

White: Ponte Pietra (Trebbiano di Soave, Garganega) Veneto, Italy 2019
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ORDER OF EVENTSORDER OF EVENTS
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6:45pm
Welcome Drinks Reception

7:45pm
Welcome Speeches

8:00pm
Dinner Served

9:30pm
West End Show - ‘We Will Rock You’

10:15pm
Global RLI Awards Ceremony

11:30pm 
Closing Speech followed by Drinking and Dancing

1:00am
Carriages
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1. RLI FUTURE PROJECT1. RLI FUTURE PROJECT
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Celebrating excellence in unbuilt or incomplete projects this category is a window into tomorrow’s world class destinations that will 
challenge and inspire the future of retail and leisure. Please note that full planning permission must have been granted to enter this 

category. Our panel will judge architectural excellence, innovation in materials, equipment, new techniques etc, and the positive impact 
that each development will have upon the local community.

MixC Dongguan SongShan MixC Dongguan SongShan 
Lake Lake DiStriCt MixeD uSe DiStriCt MixeD uSe 
DeveLopMent, Dongguan, China DeveLopMent, Dongguan, China 

This ambitious mixed-use development is conceived by the client 
as a catalyst of urban transformation from a sub-urban light industrial 
landscape to a robust knowledge-based community. It seeks to 
provide high-quality apartments, ample and energizing public spaces, 
as well as convenient commercial facilities. The development will 
house office space, a marriage registration centre, multi-functional 
ballroom, cinema, a family entertainment hub and a swimming pool.

Shaoxing honour FinanCiaL Shaoxing honour FinanCiaL 
Center - huaFa MaLL, Zhuhai, Center - huaFa MaLL, Zhuhai, 
ChinaChina

Located at the core area of Shaoxing and East of Jinghu District, 
Shaoxing Honour Financial Center is the focal development of Jinghu 
New District, which is a well-reputed water town in the south of 
China featuring dense river streams and numerous lakes. The project 
is conveniently located adjacent to Jiefang Avenue on the west and 
Qunxian Middle Road on the south, while the Museum Station 
(Metro Line 5) will open as the supporting amenity of the commercial 
parcels.

aL khiran hybriD outLet MaLL, aL khiran hybriD outLet MaLL, 
kuwaitkuwait

Through the Al Khiran project, a new concept is being introduced 
to the Kuwait and regional market. The Hybrid Outlet concept brings 
together value and outlet shopping with experiences that serve the 
heightened expectations of customers by offering a combination of 
high value and dynamic experiences through a mix of premium outlet 
shopping, unique dining options, cutting edge entertainment, large 
format events and exhibitions and recreational leisure experiences.

giantS on the QuaySiDe giantS on the QuaySiDe 
DeveLopMent, newCaStLe, ukDeveLopMent, newCaStLe, uk

Landmarked by the tallest observation structure in Europe, the 
project (5m taller than London Eye!) celebrates Newcastle’s iconic 
Geordie culture with a vibrant mix of food/retail and entertainment 
activities. The development embraces a passion for “experience”, 
immersing visitors deep into the hearts, heights, and horizons of 
Newcastle and beyond. The project has a high profile in national 
media and will create over 800 full and part-time jobs, including 
considerable ongoing operations in sports, leisure, events, food and 
beverage.
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2. 2. RLI MOST ANTICIPATED OPENING 2021RLI MOST ANTICIPATED OPENING 2021

This category is looking for architectural excellence and a unique and innovative concept which will bring creativity and modernism to 
the local community that are eagerly awaiting the opening of the cutting edge development.  Entries must be a NEW development that 

will open for the first time after 1 February 2021

99

FeStivaL City ChengDu, ChinaFeStivaL City ChengDu, China
After three years, Longquan Yi will become the most liveable place 

in Chengdu and the upcoming shopping centre will be part of the 
third phase of this ground-breaking development. The Gross Floor 
Area of the shopping centre will be 142,099sq m, including 86,357sq 
m of leasable area, 24,306sq m of public space and 32,436ssq m of 
back-of-house area. The biggest atrium, which will be the central 
atrium of the project, is located at the main entrance.

gaLataport, iStanbuLgaLataport, iStanbuL
Galataport Istanbul will feature an architectural design with large 

public squares and open spaces that will facilitate social distancing 
in line with the “new normal” brought about by the pandemic. This 
concept will offer visitors a breath of fresh air as they enjoy their 
time at the heart of the city. Galataport Istanbul will be an accessible 
living space with its low-rise buildings and a design that embraces an 
urban neighbourhood concept. 

Manhattan weSt, new yorkManhattan weSt, new york
With Manhattan West, Brookfield is part of the revitalisation and 

reactivation of a locale that has served as the heartbeat for New 
York for more than one hundred years – a compelling foundation 
for brands as they develop themselves as a part of the fabric of the 
city Arts & entertainment communities foster the future of creativity, 
and as a result, attract innovative talent  across a number of tech and 
lifestyle sectors.

ShoppeS at LonDoner, MaCauShoppeS at LonDoner, MaCau
Sands Cotai Central has been transformed into The Londoner 

Macao as an iconic flagship destination on the Cotai Strip, adding 
another themed property that joins the SCL’s portfolio to further 
solidify SCL’s position as the market leader in Macao. The Londoner 
Macao will continue to set the industry standard in customer service, 
MICE, business and leisure travel. The new facilities and unique 
British-themed ambience will provide even more reasons to visit and 
re-visit.

St JaMeS Quarter, eDinburghSt JaMeS Quarter, eDinburgh
St James Quarter will completely redefine retail-led mixed-use 

regeneration in the UK through the scale, innovation and quality 
of its offer, repositioning Edinburgh as one of the most exciting, 
forward-thinking and sought after destinations for retail and leisure 
operators in Europe. St James Quarter will provide a diverse shopping 
experience comprising well-known national and international high 
street, aspirational and high-end brands, which cater to a diverse 
range of consumers, from locals to tourists and visitors from the rest 
of the UK, Europe and the world.

NAAR is a company dedicated to the execution of installations and technology in retail, shopping centers, hotels, 
restaurants, hypermarkets and supermarkets, singular buildings, logistics platforms and industry in general. Formed 
by a large team of engineers and technicians with extensive experience, we devote the utmost attention to each 
project we develop, achieving the most demanding objectives and putting our customers at the epicenter of the 
value chain. We are specialists in generating experiences by providing solutions to illuminate your projects and 
design spaces that arouse emotions.

SPONSORED BY
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3. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE RETAIL & ENTERTAINMENT PROJECT3. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE RETAIL & ENTERTAINMENT PROJECT

Celebrating the most outstanding contribution to the retail and entertainment sector, this category rewards those projects that have 
created an extraordinary experience for customers and tenants alike. Examples of such projects are mixed-use retail & entertainment 

destinations, theme parks and themed entertainment and retail complexes.

Concept i is an award winning architecture and design studio globally engaged in retail, commercial, and entertainment 
projects. We create lifestyle places, crossing geo-cultural boundaries, injecting the newest trends, technologies and 
materiality into our work. Over 25 years, from the Far East to Europe, our multi-disciplinary talent, international 
diversity and collaborative ethos fosters excellence in design, service, innovation and sustainability. 

SPONSORED BY

1111

granDSCape, texaS, uSgranDSCape, texaS, uS
 When fully built, Grandscape will boast three million square feet 

of retail, entertainment, dining, residential, office and attractions. 
Construction is underway on the 95-acre lifestyle centre portion 
of the project. Phase 1, which opened in March 2020 includes such 
attractions as Andretti Indoor Karting & Games, Galaxy Theatres and 
the worlds largest all sports store, SCHEELS. In an effort to keep this 
destination vibrant, modern and appealing, it features technology, a 
carefully curated merchandising mix & warm and inviting architecture.

paraDrop vr City FLyer at king paraDrop vr City FLyer at king 
power, Mahanakhon, bangkok, power, Mahanakhon, bangkok, 
thaiLanDthaiLanD

ParadropVR™ City Flyer is an innovative entertainment concept 
developed by Frontgrid Ltd. The immersive attraction helps 
developers grow traffic and revenue by offering a fun and entertaining 
adventure unlike anything they have ever experienced.

With a small footprint, attractive total hourly ride capacity, modular 
design and range of different unit sizes and configurations,

ParadropVR™ is suitable for a range of locations including shopping 
malls, entertainment centres and destination visitor attractions.

ZiJing paraDiSe waLk, hangZhou, ZiJing paraDiSe waLk, hangZhou, 
ChinaChina

The overall concept captures the key essence from traditional 
Hangzhou’s Hui-style architecture, embodying a sense of simplicity, 
modesty and elegance. The innate relationship between man and 
nature from Hui-style architecture was explored and fused into the 
scheme. As a subtle association to the cultural heritage, the shaved 
roofs of the building mimic the iconic Hui-style rooflines, making the 
mall a local landmark reminiscent of Hangzhou’s traditional villages.

novotown, Zhuhai, Chinanovotown, Zhuhai, China
This project is an international retail, leisure & entertainment mixed-

use project comprising of diverse and complementary components 
including themed retail, hotel, office, cultural studies and cultural 
pavilion. The theme park integrated experiential retail includes 
Lionsgate Entertainment World and NatGeo Ultimate Explorer in the 
form of a mall in Phase 1 and Real Madrid World, Ducati Experience 
Centre and Sports Clubhouse in the form of cultural pavilions in 
Phase 2.
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Shopping centres have become destinations and placemaking is about transforming these destinations into environments that 
people want to visit and return to. This award will be given to a scheme that can best demonstrate how it has used high quality design 

to improve a place. The judges will be looking at how the scheme has helped to generate sustained economic growth in a place or 
community improving its physical and environmental quality and social wellbeing through the integration of retail, leisure, arts, culture, 

sport, and heritage.

1414

4. RLI BEST PLACEMAKING SCHEME4. RLI BEST PLACEMAKING SCHEME

inCity MaLL, ningbo haiShu, inCity MaLL, ningbo haiShu, 
ChinaChina

Based on six components of consumer activities - including 
shopping, social, entertainment, education, healthcare, and F&B - our 
design concept “Ocean Rhythm of Ningbo” was introduced to the 
project as the theme of the mall to create a slice of modern urban 
life and social gathering space for the seaside city. Besides the usual 
interior space concerns of entrance, atriums, corridors, lift lobbies 
and restrooms, the design broke down these barriers to fashion a 
number of unique themed spaces.

khorFakkan beaCh, SharJah, khorFakkan beaCh, SharJah, 
uaeuae

A 1km long ribbon of pristine beach and a sparkling bay is nestled 
at the foot of a gently sloping mountain that meets the Arabian Sea. 
Less than an hour’s drive from Sharjah city, Khorfakkan Beach is an 
easy day trip or weekend getaway from all emirates. This waterfront 
destination adds stimulating value for its visitors. Components of the 
project include jogging and cycling tracks, sports courts for football 
and basketball, thrilling water sports and a central promenade for 
restaurants and coffee shops.

novotown, Zhuhai, Chinanovotown, Zhuhai, China
As a global retail and leisure destination, Novotown provides a 

unique retail experience, an internalised mall, Hyatt Regency and 
offices in the form of a palm in Phase 1, and externalised themed 
pavilions and cultural workshops in Phase 2. The Real Madrid World 
pavilion and Ducati Experience Centre conjure up an image of a 
white calla and a red chrysanthemum respectively in a field of green, 
while the surrounding offices take the form of butterflies that have 
landed gently around them.

the bouLevarD: outLet the bouLevarD: outLet 
Shopping, banbriDge, northern Shopping, banbriDge, northern 
ireLanDireLanD

From a desolate outlet on the periphery of a small Northern Irish 
town to Ireland’s most exciting retail and leisure destination, Lotus 
Property (LP) has significantly and successfully improved the built 
environment of The Boulevard and the surrounding Outlet Park 
development since acquiring it in 2016, creating sustained economic 
growth for the local area; attracting upwards of 4.5 million in footfall 
to the Park annually, employing more than 500 people, significantly 
improving public perception and creating a sense of place that has put 
Banbridge on an international map.
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Recognising the contribution made by shopping centres in providing customer care, good presentation, maintenance and cleanliness. 
This award also pays particular attention to high levels of service, diversity of offer and design excellence in creating an immersive and 

digital experience for all.

MK Illumination creates True Light Experiences that fill places with festive atmosphere and make people happy. We offer 
custom end-to-end lighting solutions, as well as an extensive range of commercial lighting, lighting design and products.
We also offer combined lighting, design and fiberglass expertise that brings attractions of all shapes and sizes to life in 
our MK Themed Attractions division.

SPONSORED BY

aLeJa Shopping Center, aLeJa Shopping Center, 
LJubLJana SiSka, SLoveniaLJubLJana SiSka, SLovenia

With ALEJA shopping mall, SES Spar European Shopping Centers 
has created a top-class shopping destination in the densely populated 
northwest of the city in an important part of Ljubljana’s Šiška district. 
It was built near a highway to connect its functional architecture to 
the beauty of Ljubljana and it serves as a meeting place for people of 
Ljubljana’s biggest district, who want to spend quality time together.

beo Shopping Center, beLgraDe, beo Shopping Center, beLgraDe, 
SerbiaSerbia

BEO Shopping Center is a modern shopping destination that 
supports an active and comfortable lifestyle for you and your family, 
giving you a sense of freedom and advanced shopping experience. 
BEO is a place where you can Be Yourself! It was designed on the 
wellbeing of all users and natural daylight reaches nearly every part of 
the common areas, while two terraces and cozy seating areas which 
are baby and children friendly ensure that the food court at BEO is 
pleasant and comfortable for different consumer profiles.

inCity MaLL, ningbo haiShu, inCity MaLL, ningbo haiShu, 
ChinaChina

InCity Haishu Shopping Center opened on 18 December 2020. In 
doing so, it made the record for the biggest mall opened in 2020, as 
well as the highest number of consumer visits to a mall in 2020 in 
the city of Ningbo – clocking in at is 160,000 visitors on the opening 
Friday and 400,000 over the three days including the weekend. The 
food & flower pavilion is the most distinctive themed space in the 
InCity mall that is full of different characters, and with few strict 
borders dividing them.

MaxiMo, roMe, itaLyMaxiMo, roMe, itaLy
Maximo is a new shopping and leisure destination in Rome, it has 

been designed with a layout suited to the changing shopping and 
leisure needs. With over 65,000sq m of GLA distributed over three 
levels and 160 points of sale, Maximo includes shops, restaurants 
and activities related to entertainment. Inside Maximo, there are 38 
restaurants with a path dedicated to street food, bars, cafés, wine 
bars, 17 craft businesses and the renowned Primark store, often 
featured in the projects designed by Design International.

55aa. RLI INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING CENTRE - NEW BUILD. RLI INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING CENTRE - NEW BUILD
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www.mk-illumination.com
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www.mk-illumination.com

This award will be presented to a centre that demonstrates innovation in its renovation through architecture and design, how it has 
contributed to the overall regeneration of the town, city or area, its contribution to the local community and the steps it has taken to 

improve sustainability.
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5b5b. RLI INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING CENTRE – RENOVATION. RLI INTERNATIONAL SHOPPING CENTRE – RENOVATION

360 kuwait360 kuwait
360 Kuwait is a destination unlike many in the region and perhaps 

the world. One of the main factors that sets the destination apart is 
the purpose for which it was created. “Because Kuwait deserves the 
best,” was the owners’ unwavering answer to numerous questions 
that were posed by sceptical competitors, anxious investors and 
even members of their own team who were slowly taking in the 
grandiosity of the vision, which would soon fall on their shoulders.

Centre Manor Sierre, Centre Manor Sierre, 
SwitZerLanDSwitZerLanD

The centre is typically small as is the norm for valley areas in 
Switzerland and provides an important community function for the 
local population as well as to the international skiing guests from 
the popular Crans-Montana area nearby. But the centre needed 
revitalisation to give a better trading format for Manor, to reposition 
and update the restaurant offer and to update the centres image and 
underground car park both which were very dated and unappealing. 
It needed to have a wow factor.

naeStveD StorCenter, DenMarknaeStveD StorCenter, DenMark
Built in 1989 and expanded in 2002 with a parallel mall, nothing 

major had been done since 2002 and it was time to change the centre, 
update the retail presence, ambience and customer journey to bring 
it up to modern day standards and current consumer expectations. 
Future proofing the physical retail and showing that this centre has a 
place for the local and wider catchment and community in the future 
and to attract new retailers, leisure operators, etc to improve the 
overall tenant mix and offer was the thinking behind the renovation.

neighborhooD Center raSSvet, neighborhooD Center raSSvet, 
MoSCowMoSCow

The architectural concept of the neighborhood center was created 
by the famous British architect Amanda Levete, the author of the 
reconstruction projects including second stage Victoria and Albert 
Museum in London and was adapted by Russian Designers. The 
internal space of the Rassvet is based on a barrier-free environment 
principle: a minimum number of partitions inside the building, so 
shopping and public areas seamlessly pass one into another.

MK Illumination creates True Light Experiences that fill places with festive atmosphere and make people happy. We offer 
custom end-to-end lighting solutions, as well as an extensive range of commercial lighting, lighting design and products.
We also offer combined lighting, design and fiberglass expertise that brings attractions of all shapes and sizes to life in 
our MK Themed Attractions division.

SPONSORED BY
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 This award celebrates the increased popularity of the outlet model with shoppers and developers alike in recent years. The aim of this 
category is to reward innovation and design-led excellence that offers both retailers and customers the very best in terms of brand and 

community cohesion.

1717

6a6a. RLI INTERNATIONAL OUTLET CENTRE – NEW BUILD. RLI INTERNATIONAL OUTLET CENTRE – NEW BUILD

aMSterDaM the StyLe outLetS, netherLanDSaMSterDaM the StyLe outLetS, netherLanDS
Amsterdam The Style Outlet opened its doors on 26 November 2020 as the only outlet centre in the greater Amsterdam region, which 

means that the outlet concept arrived at the region for the very first time. Developed by NEINVER and Nuveen Real Estate, it offers a well-
blended international and national retail offer of over 100 units across its 19,000sq m of GLA, with some brands debuting for the first time 
in the Dutch outlet market. Beyond its commercial mix, the centre offers a full range of services and 1,000sq m of GLA are dedicated to the 
leisure areas, restaurants with outdoor seating and walkways. The centre is also the first outlet destination in the Randstad region, serving a 
catchment area of 12 million people within a 90-minute drive. This region is where the majority of the Dutch population works and lives and 
is considered as one of the wealthiest and most densely populated regions of Europe. The specific location of the outlet centre also makes 
it special, as it is part of SugarCity, a revitalised area, home to a former sugar factory, considered today among the fastest-developing areas 
in the Netherlands.

SiaM preMiuM outLetS, bangkok, thaiLanDSiaM preMiuM outLetS, bangkok, thaiLanD
With over 30 million visitors annually, Thailand has become one of the most visited international tourist destinations in the world. Opened 

in June of 2020, Siam Premium Outlets Bangkok is the first Premium Outlet® centre in Thailand developed by the Siam Piwat Simon joint 
venture. The centre is positioned within a 15-minute drive from Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi Airport, serving over 65 million travellers last year, 
and a 45-minute drive from central Bangkok, with a metro area population of over 14 million. The open air outlet centre is located on a 
72-acre parcel with over 450,000sq ft of retail, food, beverage and open event space. The centre consists of 136 units that are strategically 
positioned for great visibility in a proven race track design format for efficient flow of shoppers. Customers are protected with an expansive 
four metre awning while browsing through the 3.50 metres high glass shop front. Under the concept of an open air centre, the positioning 
and design has allowed for a wider open space that has allowed for a maximum wind flow through the area.
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This award will be presented to an outlet centre that demonstrates innovation in its renovation through architecture and design, how it 
has contributed to the overall regeneration of the town, city or area, its contribution to the local community and the steps it has taken 

to improve sustainability.
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6b6b. RLI INTERNATIONAL OUTLET CENTRE – RENOVATION. RLI INTERNATIONAL OUTLET CENTRE – RENOVATION

the bouLevarD: outLet Shopping, banbriDge, northern ireLanDthe bouLevarD: outLet Shopping, banbriDge, northern ireLanD
Housing more than 50 globally recognised designer retail brands including Joules, Dune London, Molton Brown, Crew Clothing, Kurt 

Geiger, Nike, GUESS, Timberland, Jack Wills, an Omniplex cinema and strong food & beverage offering, The Boulevard is Northern Ireland’s 
only premier outlet shopping destination. Situated close to the Republic of Ireland border, it now benefits from shopper footfall from 
Northern Irish capital, Belfast and one of Europe’s most exciting and affluent cities, Dublin, following significant investment in renovating 
the scheme and subsequent marketing to increase brand awareness and affinity. Part of Outlet Park, on the main road connecting Belfast 
and Dublin, The Boulevard’s already strong roster of retail brands will soon be bolstered by the arrival of a 3,000sq m M&S Simply Food, a 
4,518sq m The Range as well as a Park’N’Ride facility for the eagerly anticipated HBO Game of Thrones Studio Tour and visitor attraction. 
A world first, it is expected to bring more than 650,000 international tourists to The Boulevard per annum when it opens later this year. 
Environmental impact is at the forefront of the scheme’s strategic planning, including LED conversion, 100% waste recycled (none to landfill), 
energy sources from renewable energy companies, and investment in sustainable landscaping to encourage bees and other engaged species.

viCoLungo the StyLe outLetS, itaLyviCoLungo the StyLe outLetS, itaLy
Owned by NEINVER and Nuveen Real Estate, Vicolungo The Style Outlets is located about 30 minutes west of the Italian capital of Milan 

and welcomes approximately four million visitors a year. Opened in July 2004, it was extended in size on two occasions which shows the 
growing success of the centre, bringing the number of shops up to 150 across 34,200sq m of retail space. The Italian outlet centre is owned 
by the joint venture between NEINVER and Nuveen Real Estate and operated by NEINVER. In 2020 the restyling of the outlet was completed 
to provide visitors with the best shopping experience and create a fresher place for retailers international architecture studio Chapman 
Taylor was in charge of the renovation, which included the main square, the installation of illuminated curvilinear canopies that incorporate 
mirrored and satin aluminium panels on the shelters above the promenades and the street furniture among other items. The goal was to 
make the spaces more airy and brighter, upgrading the finishing materials with a special focus on landscaping and resting areas and helping to 
accentuate the fluidity of the experience.
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This award recognises the best individual campaign that delivered a stunning impact on the target audience and excelled at developing 
brand awareness, affinity to the brand and loyalty amongst customers. The judges will be looking for innovation, best use of social media, 
digital marketing & PR. Demonstrate how you used creative and innovative strategies to tangibly interact with customers, showing what 

your campaign aimed to achieve, challenges you faced and ultimately the results you achieved.

2020

7. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE MARKETING CAMPAIGN7. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE MARKETING CAMPAIGN

360 CurbSiDe Dine-in, kuwait360 CurbSiDe Dine-in, kuwait
When they first started implementing the idea of the 360 Car 

Dine-in Tamdeen Group involved their IT team to create a portal 
which F&B investors could upload their menus on and customers 
would then be able to place their orders to ensure a full contactless 
experience. They started calling their F&B investors and onboarding 
them. They were all excited about the idea and many recommended 
that they partner with V-Thru, a start-up application that was recently 
launched by young Kuwaiti entrepreneurs to promote drive-thru in 
different restaurants around Kuwait.

StarLink, QatarStarLink, Qatar
Starlink hosted the Apple Keynote Speech releasing the new 

iPhone 12 Models – the most awaited Technology Event of the 
Year at Katara and only had 5 Days to Plan it! The event, which 
could be viewed as one of the first and most successful events since 
the COVID-19 Lockdown in Qatar, featured A Drive-Through 
Experience: people in the event were encouraged to remain in their 
cars as Live Cultural Music and Lights shows filled the air and Food 
Trucks availed to serve their needs.

the bouLevarD: outLet the bouLevarD: outLet 
Shopping, banbriDge, northern Shopping, banbriDge, northern 
ireLanDireLanD

While the marketing strategy defined that high value footfall was 
The Boulevard’s most direct route to growth, it remained important 
to nevertheless maintain awareness, maximise penetration and retain 
a positive impression in the core catchment of local shoppers so a 
provision was made to maintain an exciting programme of on-site 
events to drive local footfall and attract shoppers visiting the Tesco 
adjacent to the outlet. Playing to the affluent city audiences, the 
decision was made to play on the accessibility of an outdoor scheme 
including free parking without compromising on choice or style.

the gaLLeria aL Maryah iSLanD, the gaLLeria aL Maryah iSLanD, 
abu Dhabi, uaeabu Dhabi, uae

The Winter Wonderland campaign aimed to create memorable 
experiences and moments around the festive season by exploring an 
innovative and safe way of engaging the wider community during a year 
filled with challenges and an ongoing pandemic. Of key importance 
was understanding the consumer mindset, and how to meet their 
needs amidst ongoing restrictions. Observation and research at the 
time indicated that while people were still very cautious, there was 
a growing desire to seek meaningful experiences outside the home.

U.S. Polo Assn. is the official brand of the United States Polo Association (USPA), the nonprofit governing body 
for the sport of polo in the United States. With a multi-billion-dollar global footprint and worldwide distribution 
through some 1,100 U.S. Polo Assn. retail stores, department stores, sporting goods channels, independent retailers 
and e-commerce, U.S. Polo Assn. offers apparel for men, women and children, as well as accessories, footwear, 
travel and home goods in 180 countries worldwide.

SPONSORED BY
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CREATING SPACE.
INSPIRING PEOPLE.

ECE Marketplaces creates attractive shopping locations and 
unique experiences that inspire and attract people. By combining 
offline and online shopping, we’re creating the marketplaces of 
tomorrow today. In this way, our centers become omni-channel 
platforms that combine the shopping experience with the 
convenience of online ordering, expanding brick-and-mortar 
retail to the digital world and ensuring greater footfall. 
 
Together, we combine worlds. 
 
ECE Marketplaces is your partner: 
www.ece.com/de/shopping-marketplaces/

RETAIL PLACES FOR PEOPLE 

WE COMBINE  
ELEMENTS  
THAT INSPIRE! 
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This award honours the retailer that our judges believe to be a truly world-class operator across all facets of the business, delivering 
exceptional growth, adaptation and transformation of the brand to reflect evolving industry trends. With retailing becoming ever more 

complex and demanding, the judges will be looking for an innovative brand that meets this criteria with a clear development strategy for 
international expansion. 
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8. RLI GLOBAL RETAILER8. RLI GLOBAL RETAILER

awwgawwg
Their five priorities continue to be the same: consumer brands, 

product obsession, distribution, digitalization and people. The global 
pandemic didn’t change these priorities, but it did mean the company 
readapted them because of it. They needed to make a shift. They 
adapted their priorities to fit the new consumer needs and concerns 
and they thought, not only about what they need today, but also 
tomorrow. The entire business has changed and their new focus 
is now not only consumer-centric, but human-centric, across the 
board.

baraka retaiL groupbaraka retaiL group
The company launched in 1979 as a wholesale business that 

focused on optics within their nation. Today, they are proud to be 
operating in an array of different industries: optics, fashion, F&B and 
construction. They have expanded their presence within the Middle 
East, with over 15 brands retailed across 70 stores in Egypt and the 
GCC. With a clear vision ahead, they are geared to pursue a set of 
clear objectives, expand their retail offering to cater to an increasing 
customer base and to move forward with successful regional market 
expansion.

Dubai Duty FreeDubai Duty Free
Dubai Duty Free marked its 37th anniversary in December 2020 

and recorded an annual sale of US$697M. Despite the challenges of 
last year and this, Dubai Duty Free has continued to move forward and 
to achieve numerous goals. The company has continued to enhance 
and develop its online presence and last year they launch their Home 
Delivery service as well as launching an e-mail campaign for Dubai 
Duty Free Millennium Millionaire and Finest Surprise promotions, 
targeting around 300,000 global customers on its database.

u.S. poLo aSSn.u.S. poLo aSSn.
U.S. Polo Assn. isn’t just a brand–it’s an experience. When you 

purchase U.S. Polo Assn., you own a piece of the sport of polo.
They are the only brand that is officially part of the United States 

Polo Association (USPA), established in 1890, one of the oldest sport 
governing bodies in the US. This is a proud and unique distinction 
that connects their illustrious past with their bright future.

ECE Marketplaces is a leading European service provider for the management of  shopping centers and, as part of  the internationally 
active real estate and investment company ECE Group, offers comprehensive expertise and more than 55 years of  experience in 
the professional operation and marketing of  shopping centers as well as their continuous development into lively marketplaces and 
attractive urban districts.

SPONSORED BY
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In early 2022 Mission:Play!TM begins. Mattel will bring a whole new  
dimension of family experience to Potsdamer Platz – Berlin’s unique  
shopping, lifestyle, food and entertainment destination. World-famous  
brands like Barbie® and Hot Wheels® are set to turn this exceptional  
place to stay into a colorful space to play. We look forward to inviting  
everyone to spend a fantastic time at Potsdamer Platz! 

Are you curious about this exciting new world and why it is right  
for your business? Visit www.ece.com/potsdamerplatz or email  
potsdamerplatz@ece.com

PLACEMAKING

IT’S A COLORFUL  
WORLD

CREATING SPACE.
INSPIRING PEOPLE.
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Food & Beverage services are becoming the must have element in any retail and leisure destination, and they are transforming shopping 
centres and outlets into convivial lifestyle ventures. This award highlights the very best and innovative F&B concepts across the globe. 

Judges will be looking at the authenticity, quality and experience that each concept offers.

ECE Marketplaces is a leading European service provider for the management of  shopping centers and, as part of  the 
internationally active real estate and investment company ECE Group, offers comprehensive expertise and more than 
55 years of  experience in the professional operation and marketing of  shopping centers as well as their continuous 
development into lively marketplaces and attractive urban districts. With the “We Love Food” initiative ECE turns its 
centers into places with an exciting gastronomy experience.

SPONSORED BY

9. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE F&B CONCEPT9. RLI MOST INNOVATIVE F&B CONCEPT

tiMe out MarkettiMe out Market
Time Out Market is a unique and innovative concept: the world’s first food and cultural market based wholly on editorial curation - the 
best chefs, restaurants, bars and more in the city brought together under one roof. Everything that is offered at Time Out Market has 
been tasted and tested by Time Out’s expert editorial team. As the only international media brand with hyper-local expertise, Time Out is 
able to capture and showcase the diversity that represents each city through curated chefs, restaurateurs and unique cultural experiences. 
Time Out Market amplifies the content, bringing it to life for consumers to experience the best of the city under one roof. It started in 
2014, when Time Out Lisbon editors turned a historic market hall in the city into Time Out Market, thus creating the world’s first food 
and cultural market. A once neglected building and neighbourhood was turned into a popular destination for both locals and tourists, 
and hundreds of jobs were created. In 2019, 4.1 million visitors came to the Market to explore excellent food from 32 of the city’s local 
favourite, award-winning restaurants, enjoy drinks from eight bars and cafes, buy from five shops, attend cooking workshops in the Chef’s 
Academy or events in the Time Out Studio, a 900-capacity entertainment venue. 

MerCato MetropoLitanoMerCato MetropoLitano
The Mercato Metropolitano (MM) story began in 2015 as a parallel event within the Milan International Expo, running a 150,000sq ft pop-

up marketwhere it had 2.5 million visitors. Following this success, they opened their first site in London in 2016 and they now operate two 
sites, one in Elephant & Castle, a 45,000sq ft site that houses over 35 F&B concepts, a cinema and a cookery school and one in Mayfair, a 
20,000sq ft community market set within St Mark’s, a Greek revival style, Grade I listed building that features educational and social activities 
for local and neighbouring residents along with the retail and dining offer. London’s first sustainable community market. For them, food quality 
is everything. They partner with social entrepreneurs who care about sustainability, quality, traceability and ethical production just as much 
as they do.  Thinking globally but acting locally—regenerating forgotten urban areas with ideas and investment to revitalize the community. 
Providing and supporting start-ups involved in local initiatives and—from providing free cooking classes to free school meals—creating a 
vibrant community gathering place. Their business philosophy is underpinned by accuracy, passion and mastery. Through their values and 
approach, they can contribute to positive social change—for everyone.
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This award is a tribute to a global entertainment or leisure operator that has shown the strongest performance across its portfolio 
whilst offering customers an innovative and exciting experience. Our judging panel will be particularly interested in how this operator 
continues to inspire, innovate and create vision and entrepreneurial flair whilst staying ahead of the competition and maintaining global 

recognition.

10. RLI ENTERTAINMENT & LEISURE OPERTATOR10. RLI ENTERTAINMENT & LEISURE OPERTATOR

Citywave SurF attraCtionSCitywave SurF attraCtionS
Citywave is surf culture up close. Anyone who has experienced 

surfing and the lifestyle associated with it remembers it positively 
for a long time and will be happy to come back. Citywave offers an 
easy and safe entry into the trend sport of surfing. Everyone can 
participate and no previous knowledge is required. The wave can be 
individually adjusted to the needs of surfers and thus offers perfect 
conditions for beginners, advanced and professional alike.

gravity aCtive entertainMentgravity aCtive entertainMent
Founded in 2014 by Simon Whicker, Harvey Jenkinson and 

Michael Harrison, there was a shared vision of bringing high-end, 
innovative, exciting, active entertainment and fun to the masses. 
Today, Gravity is the UK’s largest mall-based Active Entertainment 
provider, occupying over 400,000sq ft of retail and leisure space from 
Edinburgh to London and the company employs over 500 full and 
part time staff. As well as the UK, the British company also operates 
in Europe and in the Middle East.

kiDZaniakiDZania
Founded in 1996 by Xavier Lopez Ancona and a group of Mexican 

businessmen, KidZania’s first location opened in Santa Fe, Mexico in 
the Eastern part of Mexico City in September 1999. Today it is one 
of the fastest growing kid’s interactive entertainment brands in the 
world. It is an interactive kids’ city combining inspiration, fun and 
learning through realistic role-play for children aged 1-14. To date 
they have had 87.9 million visitors across its portfolio.

reD enginereD engine
Red Engine is the team behind the award-winning global brands 

Flight Club and Electric Shuffle. We’re obsessed with disrupting 
the hospitality industry by creating and delivering the best possible 
experiences. Their ambition is to redefine moments with friends, 
taking traditional games, and injecting technology and a unique 
customer experience within a beautiful setting that so far has created 
two very distinct and aspirational award-winning brands. They 
currently have 8 UK venues under direct ownership and 2 in the 
USA under an established franchise partnership.

The Shoppes at Londoner offers all the dash and lustre that distinguishes British style. The moment each guest steps foot 
on the radiant sun-lit main thoroughfare, shoppers feel transported to the stately Bond Street of  Mayfair and London’s 
Oxford Street, one of  Europe’s busiest shopping districts.
Shoppes at Londoner is part of  Sands Shoppes Macao, the largest network of  interconnected malls in Macao, offering a 
total of  850 outlets all under one roof, putting it at the heart of  one of  Asia’s great retail experiences.

SPONSORED BY
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G L O B A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E  S T U D I O

www.des ign in te r na t iona l . com
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This award is designed to highlight the Developer which showcases their best new retail and leisure schemes recently completed, 
currently under construction and proposed to start, with an emphasis on diversity, innovation and, of course, the ‘wow’ factor. Please 

ensure that submissions include a broad cross-section of your portfolio.
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11. RLI DEVELOPER11. RLI DEVELOPER

brookFieLD propertieS brookFieLD propertieS 
DeveLopMentDeveLopMent

Brookfield Properties develops and operates real estate investments 
on behalf of Brookfield Asset Management - one of the largest alternative 
asset managers in the world. From office to retail, logistics to multifamily, 
and hospitality to development, they work across sectors to bring high-
quality, sustainable real estate to life around the globe every day. At 
Brookfield Properties, they’re not simply a partner to communities - 
they’re a part of them.

Design International was founded in 1965 in Toronto. With truly innovative design becoming the  brand’s 
identity, the practice quickly found its footing in the arena of architecture and has since spread its wings across 
the globe with headquarters in London, and offices in Milan, and Dubai. Thanks to an in-depth knowledge of  
the retail field, the studio now works on projects that span multiple sectors, including mixed-use, residential, 
hotels, hospitality, stations and transport hubs.

SPONSORED BY

taMDeen grouptaMDeen group
Tamdeen Group, one of the leading retail real-estate developers in 

the Middle East, continues to make groundbreaking projects and deliver 
exceptional results across several businesses including real estate. Its 
projects include the prestigious 360 Kuwait, the region’s first sports, 
retail and leisure destination. In addition to its luxurious designs and 
dynamic retail and F&B offering, 360 Kuwait is home to the Rafa Nadal 
Academy Kuwait, which includes 17 indoor and outdoor tennis courts 
within the project.

SharJah inveStMent &  SharJah inveStMent &  
DeveLopMent authority (ShurooQ)DeveLopMent authority (ShurooQ)

Situated in the North-Eastern part of the UAE, the Emirate of Sharjah 
covers 2,590sq km of territory with a 128km of coastline. Shurooq 
focuses on developing destinations that enhance the overall appeal of 
Sharjah and provide experiences that leverage the Emirate’s culture, 
landscape and community. The organisation has developed eco-tourism 
in Kalba, beach tourism in Khorfakkan, and cultural tourism in the city of 
Sharjah with attractions like Al Qasba destination, Al Majaz Waterfront, 
The Flag Island and Maraya Art Centre.

MpC propertieSMpC propertieS
MPC Properties is one of south east Europe’s most experienced real 

estate development platforms with deep market knowledge, a broad level 
of experience, extensive contacts and assets with the highest standards. 
MPC has developed over 30 retail and office projects, which have been 
established since the company foundation in 2002. MPC’s dedicated 
team of over 100 professionals are focused on providing advanced real 
estate solutions, ensuring that the service meets the requirements of the 
world’s highest standards in technical and operational terms.
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This award is a tribute to the designer that consistently and accurately delivers the value of a brand to both business and customers. 
Our judges will examine both the design process, its objective and, most importantly, the results. Please ensure that submissions include 
a portfolio of recently completed developments and a selection of ongoing projects in the retail and/or leisure sectors. For designers 

nominating their work, it is essential to obtain the approval of the client prior to submitting examples of their work.
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12. RLI DESIGNER12. RLI DESIGNER

aeDaSaeDaS
Aedas has been recognised as one of the top 10 architectural practices in the world for 16 consecutive years and currently ranked as No. 

6 by size. Operating a network of 12 offices with over 1,400 staff spanning four continents, they provide their clients personalised, locale-
specific services, supported by a global network of skills and resources. Driven by their pursuit for design excellence, the practice offers 
expertise in architecture, interior design, graphic design, landscape, urban design, wayfinding and masterplanning. Retail is an indispensable 
component of our lives and a growingly decisive element to the success of mixed-use developments. As an expert in this realm with 40 
years of experience, Aedas stands at the forefront in understanding the international retail trends. At Aedas, they design successful retail 
environments in diverse locations, with expertise from single stores to retail malls within integrated mixed-use and transport orientated 
developments. Their design team work with the retail owners, retail consultants, and tenants to re-define retail spaces to maximises financial, 
cultural and social value. Aedas’ comprehensive design methodology enables them to design not only for the built environment but also for 
the communities they design for.

ConCept iConCept i
Concept i is a creative group of multi-disciplinary professionals in the fields of architecture, interior design, entertainment, branding and 

graphics design. Their studio was established in Bangkok in 1996, and for 25 years they have specialised in retail and leisure design, east 
to west, across broad geographic and cultural boundaries. The company designs to inspire and improve people’s lives and are rigorous in 
their pursuit of excellence. They continuously strive for innovation through collaboration. Their global diversity, international awards and 
inter-cultural work are a great point of pride. With over 10 nationalities practicing six design and technical professions, the more unique the 
project, the more they thrive! Their track record of built projects, service culture and strong presence in the industry continue to foster 
client trust and awareness. Clients of Concept i demand out of the box thinking, robust design and construction processes and strong 
commercial success. This is where they drive their firm. Today the company work through two studios in Bangkok and Shanghai and have 
over 80 staff in employment.
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This award recognises those shop-fitters who have implemented an imaginative and innovative instore design, delivering a stand-
out customer experience. The winner of this award will have reinvented the traditional meaning of a retail or leisure fit-out that 

enables retailers or leisure operators to connect with their customers. 
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13. RLI INTERIOR EXCELLENCE13. RLI INTERIOR EXCELLENCE

breitLing, Dubai, uae by breitLing, Dubai, uae by 
uMDaSCh the Store MakerSuMDaSCh the Store MakerS

An exclusive industrial building in a dynamic city of the mid-
twentieth century serves as the setting for the new store presentation 
by Breitling. It is a tribute to time, on which the reputation of the 
brand with its exclusive watches and measuring instruments rests. 
Among the highlights of the boutique are the props used, such as 
airplane propellers, a bicycle and a surfboard, which have been slickly 
integrated into the store design to create a link to land, water and 
air - Breitling is at home everywhere.

CanaDa gooSe, beiJing, China by CanaDa gooSe, beiJing, China by 
gh+a DeSign StuDioSgh+a DeSign StuDioS

The Canada Goose experiential “Northward” Concept Store 
brings the Canadian arctic landscape to Beijing’s exclusive Shin Kong 
Place (SKP Mall). The given retail space was a complex, unusual shape, 
which inspired the design philosophy of dropping an organic rock 
formation into the provided footprint. Traditional retail parameters 
were intentionally ignored, creating a sculptural expression of the 
Canada Goose brand that stands out among the other retailers. 
Inspired by the jagged ice and rock of the Canadian Arctic, the store 
features organic faceted walls composed of troweled concrete panels.

nike houSe oF innovation, nike houSe oF innovation, 
pariS, FranCe by uMDaSCh the pariS, FranCe by uMDaSCh the 
Store MakerSStore MakerS

Sportswear giant Nike sets a new landmark in Paris with its first 
House of Innovation in Europe, situated in the iconic 79 Avenue 
des Champs-Élysées – also dubbed as the most beautiful Avenue in 
the world. The building is the most expensive real estate in Paris 
according to forbes.com. It covers 83,000sq ft, a total of eight floors 
of which four are dedicated to retail. It also includes a showroom 
level as well as an executive top level office floor. The roof top offers 
the most amazing views of the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower.

rS no. 9, LonDon, uk by gh+a rS no. 9, LonDon, uk by gh+a 
DeSign StuDioS anD CLeMentS DeSign StuDioS anD CLeMentS 
retaiLretaiL

RS No. 9 is more than just a retail space, it is the ultimate fan 
experience, designed to immerse the customer in all that is The 
Rolling Stones. Customers can shop a curated assortment of products 
only available in-store, including unique brand collaborations, and 
limited-edition artwork. Throughout the store, there are moments 
to stop and take the perfect selfie at oversized Tongue sculptures on 
both floors, or in front of your favourite lyrics in the Mirror Room 
on the lower level.
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M Plaza, a new digital 
experience in the heart of Seoul

Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) is currently revolutionising this industry and it looks set to continue in the coming 
years. This award pays tribute to the rise of technology and the way in which AR and  VR are being increasingly utilised in the retail and 
leisure real estate industry. It also takes into account the continuing impact on new shopping centre developments and entertainment 

destinations. The judges will be looking for a creative and effective use of AR and VR in a retail or leisure environment combined with the 
level of innovation involved and evidence of how the technology is delivering benefits to both an organisation and its customers. 

RLI SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD FOR INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGYRLI SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARD FOR INNOVATION IN TECHNOLOGY

M pLaZa For neCSuM triSon 
M Plaza shopping mall’s refurbishment, led by Necsum Trison digitalisation, is an innovative concept which has been conceptualised and 

executed, blending the digital and artistic worlds with special materials and finishes. The entrance to the shopping centre is now more striking 
and spectacularly beautiful, thanks to the engineering that manages to perfectly integrate technology into the space and thus enhance visibility 
from the outside, as one of the main objectives was to energise and attract attention to this entrance.
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